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44 A flexible optimisation tooi for hyperthermia treatments with RF phased array 
systems s 

Thiss chapter has been published as: 
AA flexible optimisation tool tor hyperthermia treatments with RF phased array systems 
2002.. J. Wiersma, R. A. M. van Maarseveen and J. D. P. van Dijk 
Internationall  Journal of Hyperthermia. 18:73-85 

Abstract t 

Inn hyperthermia treatments performed w ith a radio-frequency phased array the main issue is 
too apply the excitation amplitudes and phases of the applicators for which tumour heating is 
optimal,, i.e. the maximal therapeutic gain without unwanted side effects. Due to the 
complexx interaction of the radiated l£M-field and the patient's tissues it is very difficult to 
findd these optimal excitation (amplitude and phase) parameters by intuition. Calculation of 
thee EM-field distribution within the patient can aid in finding the optimal excitation setting. 
However,, this remains a difficult task because of the degrees of freedom available (2N-1 
withh N the number of applicators in the array) and because a large temperature elevation 
mayy occur at healthy tissue sites resulting in unwanted side effects e.g. pain or healthy 
tissuee damage. Therefore, determining the excitation amplitudes and phases yielding 
optimall  tumour heating can be done effectively only by application of a computerised 
optimisationn procedure. Optimisation of the temperature distribution in the patient requires 
detailedd knowledge of the thermal tissue parameters. Techniques for determining these 
propertiess are nol commonly available and the tise of averaged values for parameters like 
thee tissue perfusion is expected to introduce large errors for individual patient treatment 
planning.. As a consequence the specific absorption rate (SAR) distribution, being 
proportionall  to the temperature increase at treatment start, is more often selected for 
optimisation.. The "optimised" excitation amplitudes and phases are found by maximisation 
off  a certain SAR ratio. Several propositions for this SAR ratio have been reported in the 
literaturee e.g. the ratio of the SAR at the tumour site and the SAR at sites where unwanted 
sidee effects may occur. However, the definition of these ratios does not constraint the SAR 
valuee at these tissue locations to a safe value. In this paper a tool for the optimisation of the 
SARR distribution including the specification of constraints is presented. The tool focuses on 
thee definition of the average SAR as a function of the excitation amplitudes and phases in a 
volumee of arbitrary size (e.g. the tumour volume or the whole patient volume). These 
functionss can be applied in either customised or commercially available optimisation 
routiness and they enable the definition of constraints for the average SAR in a certain 
volume.. The described tool is illustrated for a patient case, showing the flexibilit y and easy 
applicationn of the tool. 

KeyKey won/s: Hyperthermia, treatment optimisation. RF deep heating. 
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4.11 Introduction 

Hyperthermiaa is a therapy applied together with other modalities in the treatment of cancer. 
Itss goal is to achieve a selective temperature elevation between 42 - 45 C' at the tumour 
site,, while maintaining healthy tissue temperatures in a physiologically sale range. One of 
thee sites where hyperthermia is applied is the pelvic area. In order to achieve sufficient 
heatingg for the deep-seated tumours located at this site, systems have been designed that 
coherentlyy radiate radio frequency (Rt) energy towards the patient from different directions 
(Turnerr et al. 1989, De Leeuw el al. 19S7 and Van Dijk et al. 1990). These systems are 
knownn as phased array systems. In figure 1 a photograph of the phased array, operational at 
ourr institue. applying four rectangular waveguides is presented. On the photograph an 
applicatorr is vissible at the lop side, the left side and the right side. A fourth applicator is 
embeddedd in the treatment table. For clarity the waterboli of the left side applicator and 
rightt side applicator are removed while the waterboli of the lop side applicator and bottom 
sidee applicator are clearly visible. The distance between the patient and the applicators can 
bee adjusted. The remaining space between the patient and the applicators is tilled by the 
waterboli.. Wiersma et al. 1998 give a schematic illustration of this phased array. The 
heatingg distribution in the patient, given in specific absorption rate (SAR) i.e. the power 
depositionn per unit mass of tissue, can be manipulated through the interference pattern of 
thee electromagnetic (EM) fields that are radiated by the RF applicators of the array. The 
parameterss involved in the manipulation of this interference pattern are the excitation 
amplitudess and phases of the RF applicators. 

AMCC 4 waveguide phased array AMC-4 system 

figurefigure I: Photograph of the AMC phased array applying lour rectangular waveguides. The bolus of the right and 
leftt applicator are removed for clarity. 

Thee SAR distribution within the patient is governed by the interaction of the irradiated EM-
lieldd and the patient's tissues. This interaction is rather complex due to the inhomogeneous 
dielectricc properties of these tissties. As a consequence determination of the excitation 
amplitudess and phases for optimal tumour heating on the basis of intuition is a difficul t 
issuee and cannot be done solely by intuition. The calculation of the EM-field radiated by 
eachh separate applicator of the array can aid in finding the optimal excitation setting. 
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However,, finding the excitation setting for optima! tumour heating remains a difficult task 
becausee of the degrees of freedom available (amplitude and phase) and because a large 
temperaturee elevation may occur at healthy tissue sites resulting in unwanted side effects 
e.g.. pain or healthy tissue damage. A solution to this problem is found in the application of 
optimisationn procedures. Optimisation procedures reported in literature determine the 
excitationn amplitude and phase for either an optimal temperature distribution (e.g Nikita el 
al.. 1993. Wust et al. 1996. Das et al. 1999) or an optimal SAR distribution (e.g. Boag el al. 
19S8.. van Maarseveen et al. 1996. Bardati ei al. [995. Wust et al. 1996). Optimisation 
basedd on the temperature distribution requires the calculation of the temperature 
distributionn for each candidate excitation setting. Models that determine the temperature 
distributionn are available, but for accurate calculation detailed knowledge of the thermal 
tissuee properties and tissue perfusion are required. Techniques for measuring this thernial 
dataa input are currently under development and are used to verity the thermal models 
(Raaymakerss et al. 199K). However, these techniques are not commonly available. Taking 
intoo account that the temperature increase at treatment start is proportional to the SAR and 
thatt avoidance of a large temperature increase at specific locations may make it possible to 
increasee the applicable power (Wust et al. 1996). it can be argued that optimisation 
strategiess based on the SAR distribution will result in an increase of the therapeutic efficacy 
ass well. In the extreme case one could say that the optimisation strategy is applied to avoid 
treatmentt limiting heating of critical or sensitive organs thus maximising the total power, 
gettingg as much power absorption as possible in the tumour volume. 
Severall  groups have determined the excitation setting for optimal target heating based on 
thee SAR distribution. A common optimisation variable is the ratio between the mean power 
absorbedd in the tumour and the mean power absorbed elsewhere. In this ratio the SAR 
outsidee the tumour can be squared to increase the weight of local SAR maxima or the SAR 
outsidee the tumour can be divided by the local perfusion rale, considering that the 
temperaturee increase is approximately proportional to SAR/wh (Wust et al. 1996). The ratio 
betweenn the mean SAR in the tumour and the total SAR in a specific number of local SAR 
maximaa outside the tumour can be formulated to specifically reduce hot spots. Again, 
divisionn of the local SAR maxima by the local perfusion rate may be applied (Wust et al. 
1996).. Although the latter two ratios are designed to specifically reduce hot spots, like for 
thee other ratios, it is not possible to constrain the SAR at certain locations to a safe level. 
Consequentlyy it is still possible that high SAR values exist at certain locations while in fact 
thee ratio between the mean SAR in the tumour and the total SAR in a specific number of 
locall  SAR maxima outside has been maximised. 
Thee objective of the current paper is to present a fast tool for the optimisation of the SAR 
distributionn including constraints at locations outside the tumour. For this purpose a method 
forr the determination of the SAR. averaged over certain volumes of interest is given. These 
volumess include the tumour volume and several critical volumes where heating is to be 
constrained.. Of each volume introduced the averaged SAR is presented as a function of the 
amplitudee and phase setting of the applicators of the hyperthermia system. These functions 
cann be applied in either customised or commercially available optimisation routines like in 
Microsoftt Excel. The definition of a function from which the averaged SAR in a specified 
volumee can be calculated simplifies the addition of constraints to the optimisation problem. 
Too illustrate the presented method the latter option is pursued for a patient case. 
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4.22 Theory 

Iff  an applicator of a hyperthermia system is activated with an amplitude oï 1 and no phase 
shiftt relative to a certain reference point, the electric (F-) field generated by the applicator 
att location r is given by eq( 1) 

E(/:)== Vh[(/
:)exp(/H;

1(r))t
;
1 1 

withh Ev( r ) [Vm] and 4\. (r ) [radials] the resulting amplitude and phase shift at location 
/'' for each orthogonal component ë ,.. 
Iff  the amplitude and phase of the applicator is scaled to amplitude A and shifted by ip 
radialss respectively, the E-field at the same location r is given by eq(2). 

Ê{,L(p:r)Ê{,L(p:r) - ,K\\p(/>) £ t , 0":)exp(/lP, (r)U;, 2 
f f 

lorr a hyperthermia system that consists of N applicators, each of the applicators contributes 
too the superposed E-field at location r with their individual amplitude scaling A, and phase 
shiftt ip,. The addition of the contribution of all the N applicators' individual fields can be 
performedd per vector component v and is given by: 

v . r . rr V 

ËU|| VtfJ, <p^:f)=  I X^F^f rJexpf /y , , , ^ )+ />,-)£, 3 

withh Ev,( r ) the amplitude of the vl,i vector component of the H-field of applicator / at 
locationn r and with 4\.., (/' ) the phase value of the vth vector component of the E-field of 
applicatorr / at location r . The SAR at location r is obtained by multiplication of the 
squaredd field strength of the superposed E-field given by eq(3) with the conductivity air) 

[Sin]]  and the réciproque of the density p{r) [kg.m'J at location r . 

SARU;; V<" i ^ : n = ( 7 l , ) F(.T -1 « <p ;r) -
2p(r)2p(r) ' ' 

na a 
EM,, Vtf>i (pK:r)E'iA ] 4v.tf>i ^v ; / ') 

2p(i') 2p(i') 

Byy inserting eq(3) this becomes; 

SARM,, -I v.^| (ps:r)  = 

———— Y yY/ l . : l , l : . . , inE, TrjCOslH' (r)-H\ ,ir) + (P,-ip,) 
2p(P)2p(P) r n n ' ' '  " 
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Equationn 4b illustrates that the SAR at location r can considered to be a summation of N: 

termss (due to N applicators) tor each of the three vector componentents v. 
Forr optimisation of the power deposition pattern by adjusting the applicators" amplitude 
(.4j.̂ fs.>> and phase (#>,.. </\) it is necessary to know the averaged SAR in a certain volume 
off  interest, i.e. target volume and critical volumes. Considering such a volume to be 
diseretiscdd into M cells this averaged SAR can be calculated by eq(5). 

M M 

XSAR(AXSAR(A}}  < v . ^ cpx:f-k) 
SAR,SAR, J A 4V .^, e \) = — 5 

M M 

Determiningg SAR,,,! by straightforward application of cq(4) and eq(5) is very inefficient as 
thee summation over the three E-field components and more important over a number of M 
cellss {M varying from a few cells to several thousand cells) in eq(4) must be performed for 
eachh different amplitude and phase setting. The efficiency of the calculation of SAR,„j. can 
bee increased in two steps. The first step increases the efficiency of the calculation of 
SARM|| 1\-<P\ <P\'i')  by advancing the summation over the components I v in 
eq(4b); ; 

SAR(/J,,, 4v ^ i ^.v*'~) = 

Soo far. the efficiency has not increased as ly still is dependent on the phase setting of the 
applicators.. However we can use the following tool to rewrite eq(6); 

X/AA .cos(wh +(p) = ycos(r]-<p) 

n-ithn-ith y = Z//..cos(wi-) 
f f 

I / / r s in(wv ) ) 
;; V r 

'Z/A s i n(«») ) 
t]t]  = arctan 

Byy application of this tool eq(6) becomes; 

.vv .v 
SARM,, As,(p, <P\:r)  = 'ÈdYéAlAlyil(r)cos(i}li{F) + <pi-<pi) 

=11 ; - [ 
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withh 7,|('/:) and i] y,{r)  two location dependent parameters, independent of the applicators' 

amplitudee (A\ -k) and phase i<p\ e \) exenations. 

air) air) 

2p{r) 2p{r) 

yH i r | /
: ) r , , ( / - )eos(Tl , ( / : ) -M- ' 11 ;(/ :) 

 I V F.; ; (r )H, . (r') sin( 4 \ , <ƒ ) - * , .. (f) 

Sa a 

//„( rr ) - arctan 

VV H r , (r )E, i (r ) sinl ¥h._, (r ) - 4J, , (/:)) 

yy n , , ( F J E ,. ( r ) cost M; , , t r ) - y ( , < /:)> 

8b b 

Insertingg eq(8) in eq(5) the summation of the SAR values in a volume SAR\(I; becomes: 

SAR„M\SAR„M\ -fv-^ i «\v > = *"" ' "' ' / M 9a a 

ZZ X X -^<-*,,y„  </:iH'os<//,-( <rA >+ ^ " ^/ > 
-IA- II  / 9b 

A/ / 

Thee sequence of summation over i.j and k is not important. For the second efficiency 
increasingg step eq(7) can be applied in eq(%) resulting in: 

T^SAR{AT^SAR{All 4x.<p} <ps ) 

SAR.,J.^SAR.,J.^ - ^ ^ i <Ps ) = *"' 

withh parameters. 

I / , ( n » c o s ( ; ; „ ( , : j) ) 
u u 

,;-ii / I 

M M 
10a a 
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//„„  = arctan 

w w 
Z- :V(/ :<)sin(/ / , .<n)) ) 
*HH 10b 
w w 
I / , { r A )a)s( / /j ; ( r ; ) ) ) 
/ .-] ] 

Noticee that eq(10> has become independent of the location by explicitely performing the 
summationn over the M cells in y'M and //';(. While /',, and ;/'„  Lire both still independent of 
thee applicators' amplitude (A\ -K) and phase iip{ (/\) excitations eq(10) only 
dependss on these applicators' excitations parameters. 
Att this stage the inefficient determination of SAR,̂  by straightforward application ofeq(4> 
andd eq(5) has been replaced by eq(lO): the summation over the three F-fieki components 
andd over a number of M cells (M varying from a few cells to several thousand cells) which 
hadd to be evaluated for each different amplitude and phase setting now has to be performed 
onlyy once to determine y',, and //',,. Having determined y',, and //'„. SAR,,,, can be 
determinedd for a set of specific excitation parameters by summation over i and j which is a 
totall  of N" additions in case of N applicators. 

4,33 Implementation 

Assumee that for each applicator of a hyperthermia system the electric (E-) field generated 
byy the applicator at location r as given by eq( I) is known. Kor each selected volume for 
whichh SAR,-,,/ is to be determined the summation over i and j in eq( 10) is written explicitly 

ass the addition of N: functions fjj(A 1.Aj,ipj.tp;)-A1Ai y'Mcosf/;',,- <1> r <t>'i> with coefficients y'.( 
andd ;;',, and parameters A„  A,, ip, and ip,. The calculation o\" the coefficients y\, and //',, 
invokess a summation over M cells with M varying from a few cells to several thousand 
cellss depending on the selected volume. This summation over the A/ cells has to be 
performedd only one time and even for a large number of cells can be evaluated in seconds: 
33 sec. for 23000 cells by a SGI indigo2 workstation equipped with a R4400. 200 MHz 
processor.. Once the coefficients y'M and /;'„  belonging to a certain volume are determined. 
calculationn of the SARVl,| for a certain excitation setting specified by A, AN. ip, ipN 

onlyy requires the evaluation of each function fM(A,. A,, (p.. <p,) (i = I ...N: j - 1 ...N) and the 
additionn of these functions. The calculation and the addition of the N: functions fM(A:.. A,, 
ip,.. ip,) (i = 1...N: j = 1 ...K) can be performed efficiently in Microsoft Excel applying the 
celll  referencing and summation capabilities in a worksheet. To be able to do so the N: 

functionss fip(A,. A,, ip,. <p,) (i = 1 ...N: j = 1 ...N) as determined on the SGI workstation are 
givenn in a format that can be imported into Microsoft Excel (comma separated values). The 
solverr add-in of Microsoft Excel can be applied to optimise the ratio of the SAR,,,, of two 
differentt volumes (e.g. the tumour volume and the whole patient volume). Optimisation of 
suchh a ratio applying the solver add-in yields a result within 5 see. on a Windows NT 4.0 
workstationn equipped with a Pentium IL 450 MHz processor. Microsoft Excel Solver uses 
thee Generalized Reduced Gradient (GRG2) nonlinear optimization code developed by Leon 
Lasdon.. University of Texas at Austin, and Alien Waren. Cleveland State University. The 
solverr add-in did not show any dependence o\' the selected starting point in finding the 
optima!!  excitation setting specified by A, Ax. tp, <pN . optimising the ratio of the 
SARW.;; of the tumour volume and the whole patient volume. 
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4.44 Patient planning example 

Thee energy deposition within a patient heated by the AMC four-waveguide phased array is 
determinedd numerically for each applicator of the array. The procedure of this numerical 
simulationn has been described elsewhere ( e.g. Piket et al. 1994. Sullivan et al. 1993) and 
wee mention the main steps of the simulation procedure only shortly, 1) Using CT-scan data 
aa model of the patient is created by assigning dielectric properties to each cell of the model, 
basedd on the cell's tissue type. 2) For each applicator in the array the EM-field is calculated 
forr every cell in the patient model. This calculation can be performed by a number of 
numericall  procedures, e.g. a Finite Difference Time Domain method (Sullivan et al. 1993). 
aa Finite Element method (Jia et al. 1996), a Volume Surface Integral Equation method 
(Nadobnyy et al. 1996) or the Weak form of the Conjugate Gradient Fast Fourier Transform 
methodd (Zwamborn et al. 1993). At this stage eq(l) is determined for all the cells of the 
patientt model and for each individual applicator. With the obtained data the applicator's 
amplitudee and phase settings are determined for which the heating of the target volume is 
optimall  while constraining heating in other volumes, A simple quantitative measure 
definingg this optimal target volume heating can be the ratio of SARU!| of the target volume 
andd SAR .̂i of the whole patient.; 

SARSAR ratio = ^Uw'/ ]] 
/avgSAR/avgSARrii/:fHltUllH rii/:fHltUllH 

Maximisingg this ratio yields the amplitude and phase settings for which heating of the 
targett volume with respect to the heating of the whole patient volume is performed most 
efficiently.. A hyperthermia treatment simulation has been performed for a real patient case 
followingg the described procedure. The patient was treated for a rectum tumour and was 
treatedd lying on his belly, i.e. with applicator 3 in figure 1 at the posterior side of the 
patient.. The value of SAR,ol has been determined for a number of volumes i.e. the whole 
patientt volume, the target volume located in the rectum, the bladder volume and a volume 
locatedd ventral to the sacrum. Additionally, supported by clinical experience on possible 
problemm areas. SARul! at the pre pubic area and two locations anterior of the sacro-diaeal 
jointss has been determined. A schematic representation of the location of these problem 
areass is given in figure 2a.b. These three locations are only a selection from the various 
possiblee locations where heating might be a treatment limiting factor. Starting point of the 
evaluation,, case 0. is the excitation setting for which all applicators are radiating in phase 
andd with the following amplitudes; A, = 1.0 (bottom). A:=0.6 (left). A.,-1.0 (top) and A4=0.6 
(right).Thiss amplitude setting is often selected al the start of treatments in the clinical 
practice.. Subsequently, the SAR,-ali,, has been maximised for the following four eases. 1) 
Thee excitation amplitudes are fixed. This implies that only the excitation phases are 
determinedd by the optimisation procedure. No constraints, limiting heating of other critical 
volumes,, are applied. 2) Both excitation amplitude and phases are determined by the 
optimisationn procedure. Still no constraints are applied. 3) Both excitation amplitude and 
phasess are determined by the optimisation procedure. Constraints, limiting the heating of 
thee possible problem areas i.e. the sacrum and two locations at the top back of the hipbone, 
arcc applied. In this particular case SAR,(hi in these volumes is not allowed to exceed SAR,(, 
inn the target volume. 4) With the latter optimisation setting a consecutive optimisation is 

so o 
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performedd having artificially positioned the target volume in the bladder instead of in the 
rectum. . 

schematicc overview of selected problem locations 

aa Problem area at the pre pubic area bb Problem areas superior oï the sacro-iliacal 
joints s 

cc Problem areas posterior of the sacro-iliacal 
jointss set for ease 3a 

figurefigure 2: schematic oven icw of selected problem locations, a: Problem area at the pre pubic area, b: Problem areas 
superiorr of the sacro-iliacal joints, c: Problem areas posterior of the sacro-iliacal joints set for ease 3a 

4.55 Results 

Forr the four eases described earlier the ratio given in eq( I I) is maximised applying the 
solverr add-in of Microsoft Excel. 

uv-.SAR uv-.SAR 
ave.Save.S l/-' 

opt. . 
case e 

SARSAR ratio 
Total l 

Absorbedd Bladder 
Powerr [W'l 

Rightt Anterior of Left Anterior of 
Sacrumm Pre Pubic the sacro-iliacal the sacro-iliacal 

Areaa | - joini[- j joint [-
(1 1 

I I 

~> ~> 

5a a 
4 4 
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4.12 2 
5.57 7 
4.76 6 
2. is s 
;; h\ 

KISS S 
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0.14 4 
().2() ) 
1.00 0 
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00 63 
0.68 8 
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5.8X X 
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0.64 4 
0.1(1 1 
1.00 0 
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44 47 

22 22 
11 70 
II  00 
11 00: 
11 00 

.66 6 

4.55 5 
2.11 1 
1.50 0 
1.00 0 
1.00; ; 
1.00 0 

.00 0 

81 1 
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Thee results for the value of SARr;;:|1, is given in table 1 with the corresponding values for the 
totall  power absorbed in the patient volume and the SARVl!i in the volumes mentioned 
earlier.. 'The \alue of SARWI| in these volumes is given relative to SARwi.,,,.«,,., in the target. 
Thee total power absorbed in the patient volume is the power needed to obtain a heating rate 
ofof 50 W. kg in the target volume. The stalling point excitation setting is included as a 
referencee (case 0). The value o( SARolll, may be interpreted as the heating efficiency: 
heatingg o\' the target volume to 50 W kg is more efficient if SARrL1(ll, increases and 
consequentlyy the total absorbed power decreases. Kor the four cases the excitation 
amplitudess for the bottom, left, right and top applicator is given table 2. The excitation 
amplitudee is given relative to the excitation amplitude of the top applicator. The excitation 
phasee is given as the phase difference with a constant reference phase. The top applicator is 
inn phase with this reference. 

Tablee 2. 

RcUilucc excitation amplitude [-J exciialion phase [ilei; ] 

lef! ! 

1.1.W) ) 

(1.WI I 

0 .M M 

11.40 0 

0.44 4 

.V09 9 

right t 

d.dO O 

0,61) ) 

0.5(> > 
(1.47 7 

I.Oh h 

:.7o o 

top p 

1.00 0 

1.00 0 

1.(10 0 

1.00 0 

1.00 0 

1.00 0 

0 0 
114 4 

^ 1 1 

-ys s 
-w w 
170 0 

0 0 
<V2 2 

101 1 

129 9 
124 4 
-K2 2 

0 0 
7 7 7 

11 15 
139 9 
191 1 
-K2 2 

Inn figure 3 the influence of the optimisation procedure is indicated by the obtained SAR 
distribution.. Only three cases are presented; case 0. case 3 and an additional case 3a. For 
eachh case the SAR distribution in the aperture midplane (Z=0 cm), a cross section 5 cm in 
caudall  direction (Z- - 5 cm) and a cross section 5 cm in cranial direction {Z= \5 cm) are 
presented.. Case 3a has been added to the set of cases on the basis of the local high SAR 
valuess found in case 3 in the cross section at 5 cm in cranial direction (Z= (-5 cm). For case 
3aa two locations posterior of the sacro-iliacal joints, schematically depicted in figure 2c. 
havee been added to the set of constraints defined for case 3. The obtained SARr;illl l for these 
locationss are 3.66 for the right hip location and 1.00 for the left location. The SAR,:il]l > found 
att these locations for case 3 are 9.2 and 4.0 respectively. The excitation parameters for case 
3aa are presented in table 2. 

4.66 Discussion 

Inn table 1 it is shown that for all the cases 1 to 4 the heating efficiency clearly increases 
withh respect to the starting point, i.e. case (J. By the increase in heating efficiency for case 1 
itt is shown that, with only the excitation phase as parameter, the power deposition can in 
factt be focussed to the target as expected for a phased array system. 
Changingg the number of free parameters from only the excitation phase (case I; 3 free 
parameters)) to both excitation amplitude and phase (case 2; 6 free parameters) increases the 
heatingg efficiency by 26% and the total power needed to reach 50 W kg in the target 
volumee decreases by 32%. The efficiency increase is established by decreasing the power 
depositedd in the patient volume bv the bottom applicator (tabic 2. case 2). 

file:///alue
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Li:: x\-slice at Z=-5 cm b: xy-slice at Z= 0 cm c xy-slice at Z=+5 cm 

3D D 
d:: xy-slice at Z—5 cm e: xy-slice at Z= 0 cm E xy-slice at Z=+5 em 

xy-slicee at Z—5 cm h: xy-slice al Z= 0 cm i: xy-slice at Z=+5 cm 

figuree 3: Specific Absorption Rate at different cross-sections fur optimisation case o (top row ). case 3 (center row) 
andd case 3a (bottom row ). The left panels (3a,3d,3g) refers to the cross-section in the lower part of the pelvic area 
(55 cm caudal with respect to the aperture midplanei. The middle panels (3b,3e,3h) refers to the cross-section in the 
aperturee midplane. The right panels (3c,3f.3i I refers to the cross-section in the upper part of the pelvis area (5 cm 
craniall  with respect to the aperture midplane). 
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Thiss can be understood hy considering the position of the target volume thai is located at 
thee top applicator side of the patient. As a consequence, the tissue King between the bottom 
applicatorr and the target wil l absorb a large amount of the energy radiated by the bottom 
applicator.. Thus, increasing the excitation amplitude of the bottom applicator would only 
increasee the power deposited in the whole patient and wil l not increase the heating 
efficiencyy of the target \olume. 
Constraints,, limiting heating at certain locations (case 3). can be achie\ed only with a lower 
healingg efficiency than possible in situations without constraints. Relative to ease 2. the 
bottomm applicator excitation amplitude is increased by a factor of 2.6. It appears that the 
bottomm applicator is excited with such a phase that it's radiated F-field destructively 
interferee with the F:-fields of the other three applicators at the sacrum, at the left hip and at 
thee right hip i.e. all the cosine functions in eq(10) involving the bottom applicator are 
negaii\cc for these three volumes. Clearly, compliance lo the defined constraints is at the 
expensee of the target healing efficiency. Relative to case 2 in case 3 the healing efficiency 
decreasess by 15"n and the power deposited in the whole patient increases by 8%. 
Korr the example presented abo\e constraints to three different locations have been set. 
Although,, based on clinical evidence, it seems reasonable to constraint the SAR at these 
locationss numerous other choices are possible. Moreover, limitation of heating in certain 
volumess as applied in case 3 certainly does not guarantee that excessive healing in other 
volumess wil l not occur; a SAR,,,,,,, of °-.2 and 4 are found and an additional set of constraints 
iss defined in case 3a. It is evident that specification of all possible problem areas and 
definingg constraints in advance wil l greatly enhance the value of the optimisation 
procedure.. A drawback of this procedure could be that with an increasing number of 
constraintss it would be more difficul t to specify a set of constraints that actually can be 
compliedd to. Fur case 3a compliance to all defined constraints is not succeeded and the total 
powerr required to establish a heating rate at the target area corresponding to 50 W kg is 
13466 W heing 24"•••<> more than the power needed in case 0. For these eases an alternative 
couldd be the optimisation of the ratio of the SAR in the target volume and the summation of 
thee SAR at the problem locations. However for case 3a this increases the required power lo 
16500 W. The SAR,.,,,,, is lower than the constraint of 1 set earlier at three locations (pre-
pubicc area 0.43. location right anterior of the sacro-iliacal joint 0.47 and added location 
rightt posterior of the sacro-iliacal joint 1.06), two locations suffer from a significantly 
higherr SAR,,,,,, (left anterior sacro-iliacal joint 3.08 and added location left anterior sacro-
iliacall joint 6.65). 
Thee presented method has been illustrated on the basis of electric field data obtained from a 
hyperthermiaa treatment planning system. The electric field data specifies the relation 
betweenn an applicator of the hyperthermia system that is activated with unitary amplitude 
andd no phase shift relative to a certain reference point and the electric field at a specified 
location.. This relation can be obtained also from direct F-field measurement. In this case 
thee relation is determined at the location of the F-field sensor. Locating an F-field sensor in 
frontt of each applicator to monitor the applied total power and locating an additional F-
lleldd sensor in. or in close proximity to. the target volume already makes it possible to 
optimisee the excitation setting as in case 2. Main advantage of such a procedure is that 
efficientt heating can he established on the basis of an optimisation procedure instead of a 
manuall search procedure. 
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4,77 Conclusion 

AA tooi lor the optimisation of the excitation amplitudes and phases of a deep-body 
hyperthermiaa phase array system has been presented. For this purpose a method for 
determinationn of the SAR. averaged over a certain volume of interest, has been elaborated 
resultingg in a simple summation representing the averaged SAR. This summation consists 
outt of the addition of V (N is number of applicators) functions, each function being 
dependentt solely on the excitation amplitudes and phases of the applicators. Kor each 
functionn the information on the specific E-field present in the cells of the volume for which 
thee average SAR is determined, is gathered in two coefficients. In order to calculate these 
coefficientss the F-field generated within the treated patient volume by each applicator 
separatelyy has to be determined e.g. numerically. The number of ceils in a volume may vary 
fromm a few cells to several thousand cells. 
Forr a patient example the average SAR in a number of volumes including the patient 
volume,, a target volume and a number of critical volumes has been expressed as the 
summationn mentioned above. Applying the ceil referencing and summation capabilities in a 
Microsoftt Excel worksheet and the solver add-in of Microsoft Excel the excitation 
amplitudess and phases have been optimised to arrange maximal target heating efficiency, 
i.e.. maximising the SAR,,,,,,, defined as the fraction of die SAR in the target and the SAR in 
thee whole patient volume. Being of more clinical relevance also an example of excitation 
settingg optimisation including constraints limiting heating in critical volumes is given. It 
hass been shown that changing the set of problem locations strongly inlluences the 
optimisationn results. This implies that a specification of all possible problem locations is of 
importance.. A practical solution for the specification has yet to be found. 
Thee presented tool is applicable for any phased array system and is independent of the 
methodd of determining the E-field generated in the volume of interest by each applicator of 
thee phased array. By deriving an expression for the SAR averaged over a certain volume of 
interestt as a function of the applicator excitation amplitudes and phases this quantity can be 
evaluatedd easily and rapidly for a large number of excitation settings, independent of the 
numberr of locations over which the SAR is averaged. This properly is very versatile for 
optimisationn of the SAR deposition pattern including the specification of constraints. The 
expressionss can be either incorporated into customised optimisation routines or in 
Microsoftt Excel where an optimisation tool is available. 
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